Abstract. In 1991 Sørensen proposed a conjecture for the maximum number of points on the intersection of a surface of degree d and a non-degenerate Hermitian surface in P 3 (F q 2 ). The conjecture was proven to be true by Edoukou in the case when d = 2. In this paper, we prove that the conjecture is true for d = 3 and q ≥ 8. We further determine the second highest number of rational points on the intersection of a cubic surface and a non-degenerate Hermitian surface. Finally, we classify all the cubic surfaces that admit the highest and second highest number of points in common with a non-degenerate Hermitian surface. This classifications disproves one of the conjectures proposed by Edoukou, Ling and Xing.
Introduction
Hermitian varieties defined over a finite field have received a lot of attention in the literature since they were introduced [1] in 1966 by Bose and Chakravarti. The geometry of the Hermitian varieties has been studied extensively in [1] and further in [2] . In particular, the line-plane incidence with respect to the non-degenerate Hermitian surfaces gives rise to beautiful combinatorial structures. Various combinatorial studies related to Hermitian surfaces include [4, 10, 13] among others. Further, Hermitian varieties have turned out to be very efficient from the perspective of error correcting codes since they have a large number of rational points. For discussions on codes defined by homogeneous polynomials of a fixed degree on Hermitian surfaces, we refer to [14, Example 6.6 ] and more generally on Hermitian varieties of arbitrary dimension in [7, Section 3] . In order to determine the minimum distance of the codes on Hermitian surfaces mentioned above, as well as from independent interests one may ask the following question: Question 1.1. Let F ∈ F q 2 [x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ] be a homogeneous polynomial of degree d and V 2 denote a non-degenerate Hermitian surface in P 3 (F q 2 ). What is the maximum number of F q 2 -rational points in V (F ) ∩ V 2 ?
Note that answering this question will lead to determining the maximum number of rational points on a hyperplane section of the d-uple embedding of the Hermitian surface. It appears that this question was first addressed by Sørensen in his Ph.D. thesis [19] in order to generalize the work of Chakravarti [3] towards understanding the 2-uple embedding of the cubic surface defined by the equation Further, the surfaces given by a homogeneous polynomial F ∈ F q 2 [x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ] attaining the above upper bound are given by a union of d planes in P 3 (F q 2 ) that are tangent to V 2 , each containing a common line ℓ intersecting V 2 at q + 1 points.
In [1, Sections 7 and 8] Bose and Chakravarti have analysed the linear sections of general Hermitian varieties and determined the number of F q 2 -rational points they contain. In particular, this answers the Question 1.1 for d = 1. Moreover, it can be easily seen that their answer validates Conjecture 1 in this case. Sørensen further observed that the combinatorial complexity of finding the maximum number of points of intersection of the Hermitian surface and a surface of degree d increases significantly with d. Conjecture 1 stands open till date.
The first breakthrough towards proving the conjecture was made by Edoukou in 2007. In [7] , he proved that the conjecture is true for d = 2. Subsequently, in [8] Edoukou, Ling and Xing determined the first five highest number of points that an intersection of a quadric surface and a non-degenerate Hermitian surface can have in P 3 (F q 2 ). In the same article, the authors made several conjectures related to the configuration of hypersurfaces which may admit several highest numbers of points of intersection with non-degenerate Hermitian surfaces.
In the current paper, we work towards the goal of answering Question 1.1 for d = 3, leaving open only the cases where q ≤ 7. Certainly, cubic surfaces have been one among the most fascinating and studied objects in algebraic geometry and in particular, some of the results in Chapter 7 of [16] have turned out be extremely useful for us. In Theorem 5.3 and Corollary 5. 4 we give a proof of Conjecture 1 for d = 3 in the case when q ≥ 8. To prove Theorem 5.3 we make extensive use of the underlying combinatorial structure of line-plane incidence with respect to Hermitian surfaces. Further, we classify all the cubic surfaces that attain the second highest number of points of intersection of a cubic surface and a non-degenerate Hermitian surface. This, in particular, disproves one of the conjectures in [8] .
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall various well-known properties of non-degenerate Hermitian surfaces, revisit some preliminary results from algebraic geometry and some basic bounds on the number of rational points on varieties defined over a finite field. Section 3 deals with results on cubic surfaces. In particular, we analyze all the cubic surfaces in P 3 (F q 2 ) containing of a pair of skew lines. In Section 4 we derive various results that are helpful in partially answering Question 1.1 for d ≤ q. Finally, in Section 5 we present our main results for d = 3.
Preliminaries
Fix a prime power q for the remainder of this paper. As usual, F q and F q 2 denote the finite fields with q and q 2 elements respectively. For m ≥ 0, we denote by P m , the projective space of dimension m over the algebraic closure F q , while P m (F q 2 ) will denote the set of all F q 2 -rational points on P m . Similarly, A m and A m (F q 2 ) will denote the affine space of dimension m over F q and F q 2 respectively. Further, for a homogeneous polynomial F ∈ F q 2 [x 0 , . . . , x m ], we denote by V (F ), the set of zeroes of F in P m and by V(F ) = V (F )(F q 2 ) the set of all F q 2 -rational points of V (F ). By an algebraic variety we will mean a set of zeroes of a certain set of polynomials in the affine space or projective space, depending on the context. In particular, an algebraic variety need not be irreducible. We remark that, whenever we say that a variety is irreducible or nonsingular, we will mean that the variety is irreducible or nonsingular over F q . This section is divided into three subsections: in the first subsection, we recall several known facts about Hermitian varieties over finite fields, the second subsection is dedicated to some useful results from basic algebraic geometry, while the third subsection concerns some known upper bounds on the number of rational points on varieties defined over a finite field. The proofs of the results in this section can be found in the indicated references.
2.1. Hermitian varieties over finite fields. In this subsection, we recall the definition of Hermitian varieties and various of their well-known properties (cf. [1, 2] ) that will be used in the latter part of this paper. At the end of this subsection, we recall the result proved by Edoukou [7] where he proves Conjecture 1 for the case d = 2. We begin with the following. Definition 2.1. For an (m + 1) × (m + 1) matrix A = (a ij ) (0 ≤ i, j ≤ m) with entries in F q 2 , we denote by A (q) , the matrix whose (i, j)-th entry is given by a ij q . The matrix A is said to be a Hermitian matrix if A = 0 and A T = A (q) . A Hermitian variety of dimension m − 1, denoted by V m−1 , is the set of zeroes of the polynomial x T Ax (q) inside P m , where A is an (m + 1) × (m + 1) Hermitian matrix and x = (x 0 , . . . , x m )
T . The Hermitian variety is said to be non-degenerate if rank A = m and degenerate otherwise.
It is a well-known fact that if the rank of a Hermitian matrix is r, then by a suitable change of coordinates, we can describe the corresponding Hermitian variety by the zero set of the polynomial
r−1 = 0. For a proof of the above fact the reader is referred to [1, Equation (5.6)]. We note that the polynomial
r−1 is irreducible over the algebraic closure of F q whenever r ≥ 3. This shows that Hermitian varieties corresponding to Hermitian matrices of rank at least 3 are irreducible. For the purpose of this paper we will, from now on, restrict our attention to Hermitian curves and Hermitian surfaces, i.e. Hermitian varieties of dimensions 1 and 2 respectively. The linear sections of Hermitian surfaces are extremely well understood. We recall the following two results of Bose and Chakravarti [1] concerning the intersections of lines and planes with Hermitian surfaces in P 3 (F q 2 ).
Lemma 2.2. [1, Section 7]
Any line in P 3 (F q 2 ) satisfies precisely one of the following.
(i) The line intersects V 2 at precisely 1 point.
(ii) The line intersects V 2 at precisely q + 1 points.
(iii) The line is contained in V 2 .
Reflecting these three possibilities, we give the following definition. Theorem 2.4. [1, Section 10] Let V 2 denote a non-degenerate Hermitian surface in P 3 . Let Π be any hyperplane in P 3 (F q 2 ). If Π is a tangent to V 2 at some point P ∈ V 2 , then Π intersects V 2 at exactly q + 1 generators, all passing through P . Otherwise, Π intersects V 2 at a non-degenerate Hermitian curve V 1 . In particular,
Remark 2.5. Let Π be tangent to V 2 at a point P . Theorem 2.4 shows that there are q + 1 lines passing through P contained in Π that are generators. The remaining q 2 − q lines contained Π that pass through P are tangent lines. Further, any line that passes through P but is not contained in Π is a secant line. We refer to [1, Section 10] for the proof of these results.
In the course of proving our main results in Section 5, we shall make frequent use of the set of all planes containing a given line. Let ℓ be any line in P 3 (F q 2 ). By the book of planes around ℓ, denoted by B(ℓ), we mean the set of all planes in P 3 (F q 2 ) that contain ℓ. This set of planes is also called the pencil or sheaf of planes with axis ℓ. We note that, for any line ℓ in P 3 (F q 2 ), the corresponding book has cardinality q 2 + 1. The following proposition and its corollary will prove to be instrumental in the latter part of this article. Proposition 2.6. Let ℓ be a line in P 3 (F q 2 ) and B(ℓ) be the book of planes around ℓ.
(a) [ Proof. Part (a) follows trivially by noticing that the book of a tangent line contains exactly one tangent plane (see Prop. 2.6 (b)), while part (b) and (c) are easy consequences of the fact that all the planes in the book of a generator are tangent planes (see Prop. 2.6 (a)).
Based on the above combinatorial structure, Sørensen considered [19] the following arrangement of planes that attains the conjectured upper bound. We include a proof for the convenience of the reader. Proposition 2.8. Let Π 1 , . . . , Π d be d distinct planes that are tangent to V 2 . Further assume that they contain a common line which is a secant. Then,
Moreover, there exists a homogeneous polynomial
where Π i -s are defined as above.
Since d ≤ q, the existence of distinct planes Π 1 , . . . , Π d tangent to V 2 each containing a common secant line is guaranteed by Proposition 2.6 (c).
Finally, to conclude this subsection, we recall the following results of Edoukou.
Theorem 2.9. [7, Thm. 5.11 and
Also, |V(F ) ∩ V 2 | = 2q 3 + 2q 2 − q + 1 if and only if V (F ) is the union of two tangent planes intersecting at a secant line.
Preliminaries from algebraic geometry.
In the present subsection we recall various basic results from algebraic geometry that will be needed for proving our main theorem. We will make use of the notions of dimension, degree and singularity of a variety, as can be found in standard textbooks of Algebraic Geometry, for example, the book of Harris [11] . We begin with the following definitions. A variety is said to be of pure dimension or equidimensional if all the irreducible components of the variety have equal dimension. Further, two equidimensional varieties X, Y ⊂ P m are said to intersect properly if codim(X ∩ Y ) = codim X + codim Y. It turns out that good upper bounds for the number of rational points on varieties defined over a finite field, depend on the degree and dimension of the variety. Because of this reason, the following proposition from [11] will be indispensable for us. As can be seen in [11, p. 54] , the phrase "X is smooth at a general point of any component of X ∩ Y " means the following: for any irreducible component C of X ∩ Y , the set of points on C where X is nonsingular, contains an open dense subset of C. In particular, we have the following proposition concerning the intersection of two hypersurfaces. Remark 2.12. As an immediate consequence of the irreducibility of non-degenerate Hermitian varieties of dimension at least 1 and Proposition 2.11, we see that a surface given by a nonconstant homogeneous polynomial of degree d ≤ q in F q 2 [x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ] intersects the Hermitian surface at an equidimensional variety of dimension 1 and degree at most d(q + 1). A similar consequence for non-degenerate Hermitian curves can be derived.
Basic upper bounds.
In this subsection, we recall some well-known upper bounds on the number of rational points on varieties defined over a finite field F q with given degree and dimension. We start with a result from [15] .
Proposition 2.13. [15, Prop. 2.3] Let X be an equidimensional projective (resp. affine) variety defined over a finite field F q . Further assume that dim X = δ and deg X = d. Then
,
The projective part of the above proposition appears in [14, Proposition 2.3] and in [9, Proposition 12.1] in somewhat incorrect form. In [15] , the authors observed that the condition of equidimensionality has to be added in the hypothesis to make it correct; in Proposition 2.3 of the same article, the upper bound is proved for irreducible varieties and the statement above follows immediately. An alternative proof can be found in [6, Proposition 2.3].
The following theorem was proved by Serre [17] and independently by Sørensen [18] . It concerns the maximum number of zeroes a homogeneous polynomial of degree d in m+1 variables can have in P m (F q ). The upper bound is often referred to as Serre's inequality in the literature.
where p m−2 = 1 + q + · · · + q m−2 . Moreover, equality holds if and only if V (F ) is a union of d hyperplanes defined over F q all containing a common linear subspace of codimension 2.
Cubic surfaces
For future use, we derive some results on cubic surfaces defined over F q 2 containing a line ℓ. We may assume after a linear change of coordinates, if necessary, that ℓ = V (x 2 , x 3 ). We divide the results into two subsections, depending on whether the characteristic of the field F q 2 is odd or even.
is the zero set of a homogeneous polynomial of the form (2) as a quadratic form in the variables x 0 and x 1 , we associate the following matrix to F .
We recall the following proposition from [16] .
(1) In [16] , it was shown that |T ℓ | = 5, but there the field of definition was assumed to be algebraically closed. Here the statement is modified to an inequality, since the field F q 2 is not algebraically closed. (2) As noted in the proof of [16, Proposition 7.3] , the conic in the variables x 0 and x 1 defined by equation (2) over the field F q 2 (x 2 , x 3 ) is singular if and only if det M F = 0.
As an immediate consequence, we may observe that if det M F = 0, then after a linear change in variables x 0 and x 1 , the corresponding determinant remains zero.
From now on, we assume that the cubic surface V (F ) contains a pair of skew lines. We may assume after a linear change of coordinates, if necessary, that the two lines are given by ℓ 1 = V (x 0 , x 1 ) and ℓ 2 = ℓ = V (x 2 , x 3 ). Then equation (2) specializes to the following:
1 + 2Dx 0 + 2Ex 1 , As we will see later, when det M F = 0 we get our main results by using Proposition 3.1. However, the case when det M F = 0 needs some closer inspection. We begin with the following Lemma. Proof. Let M ′ F be the matrix obtained from M F by performing two "row operations" so that first entries of second and third row becomes zero. This can be done, for example, by subtracting the product of the first row and B from the product of the second row and A and substituting the second row by the outcome. A similar procedure for the third row makes the first entry of the third row zero. We have,
If p is any irreducible factor of AC − B 2 , then equation 4 implies that p | AE − BD. Thus, any irreducible factor of AC −B 2 divides AE −BD. Since AC −B 2 is squarefree and deg(AC −B 2 ) = 2, the polynomial AC − B 2 is either irreducible or factors into two distinct irreducible factors of degree 1 in
Let p be any irreducible factor of AC − B 2 . We have already shown that p | AE − BD. From equation (5), we see that
Thus, p | CD − BE in this case as well. Hence, any irreducible factor of AC − B 2 divides CD − BE and similarly as above, we see that
Proposition 3.4. Let F be as in equation (3) and M F be the associated matrix.
Proof. Case 1: Assume that A(AC − B 2 ) = 0 and AC − B 2 be squarefree. We claim that: (6)
To see this, we note that the coefficient of x 0 in the right hand side is equal to,
while the coefficient of x 1 in the right hand side is equal to,
Moreover the constant term in the right hand side is equal to,
This completes the proof of the claim. Note that CD − BE and AE − BD are homogeneous polynomials of degree 3 while AC − B 2 is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 2. Lemma 3. (4) we obtain
Case 3: Let A = 0 and AC − B 2 = 0. If C = 0, then we may interchange the role of the variables x 0 and x 1 and we are in the same situation as in Case 2 above. Thus we may assume that C = 0 and thus F = 2Bx 0 x 1 + 2Dx 0 + 2Ex 1 . The hypothesis AC − B 2 = 0 implies that B = 0. We have
Under the linear change of coordinates
, x 2 → x 2 , x 3 → x 3 the determinant remains zero in view of Remark 3.2 (2) and this case reduces to Case 2.
Case 4: Let A = 0 and AC − B 2 = 0. First, note that, since A = 0, equation (4) still holds. The assumption that AC − B 2 = 0 implies that AE − BD = 0. We note that,
. This implies that deg x0 F ≤ 1, contradicting the assumption that A = 0. Case 5: Let A = 0 and AC − B 2 = 0. As a consequence, we note that B = 0. Furthermore as in Case 3, we may assume that C = 0. Thus F = 2Dx 0 + 2Ex 1 , which implies that V (F ) contains the double line ℓ 2 = V (x 2 , x 3 ). This completes the proof.
Even characteristic.
Similarly as before, we start by studying a cubic surface defined over F q 2 containing ℓ = V (x 2 , x 3 ). Such a surface is the zero set of a homogeneous polynomial of the form
In even characteristic, the determinant as in the previous section is not directly useful. Instead, we will use the polynomial AE 2 + BDE + CD 2 + B 2 K in order to derive the results that are necessary for our purpose. We begin with the following proposition.
Then |T ℓ | ≤ 5.
has a singular point in Π, since deg g = 2. Now we distinguish two cases.
Case 1: Assume that g is a square. Since the characteristic is two, it is clear that g is a square if and only if (e, d, b) = (0, 0, 0). In this case V (F ) ∩ Π is a union of two lines. Moreover, 
Equivalently, the only possible singular point of V (g) in Π is P = [e : d : b] with respect to the coordinate system [x 0 : x 1 : t]. However, the point P ∈ V(g) if and only if ae 2 +bde+cd 2 +b 2 k = 0. We have proved that, for any Π ∈ B(ℓ), the cubic curve V (F ) ∩ Π is a union of lines only if
K is a nonzero homogeneous quintic, there exist at most 5 values of [λ 2 :
This completes the proof.
From now on, as in the case of odd characteristics, we assume that the cubic surface V (F ) contains a pair of skew lines given by ℓ 1 = V (x 0 , x 1 ) and ℓ 2 = ℓ = V (x 2 , x 3 ). Then equation (8) specializes to the following: 
If F is irreducible then F |A(Dx 0 + Ex 1 ) + D 2 or F |Dx 0 + Ex 1 . In both the cases, deg x0 F ≤ 1 and deg x1 F ≤ 1 and hence A = C = 0. In this case , which readily shows that F contains a double line ℓ 1 . The case E = 0 can be dealt with in a similar manner.
General results towards a proof of Sørensen's conjecture
The results in this section are oriented towards an attempt to resolve Sørensen's conjecture in the general case. We show that by studying the incidence structures of lines and planes in P 3 (F q 2 ) with respect to the surface of degree d in question, can lead to significant progress towards proving Conjecture 1. First, we mention that throughout this section F will denote a nonzero homogeneous polynomial of degree d, where
. For a plane Π, which we always assume to be defined over F q 2 , we derive various upper bounds on |V(F ) ∩ V 2 ∩ Π| depending on the line arrangements on V (F ) in Π. Also when considering a line contained in Π, we will always mean a line defined over F q 2 .
Lemma 4.1. Let Π (resp. ℓ ⊂ Π) be tangent to (resp. generator of ) V 2 and suppose that Π is not contained in V (F ). Then we have the following.
Proof. We begin by noting that F | Π = 0.
(a) Suppose that Π is a tangent to V 2 at a point P . By Theorem 2.4, we know that Π contains exactly q + 1 generators each passing through P . Since ℓ is one of the q + 1 generators mentioned, clearly P ∈ ℓ. Theorem 2.14 implies that |V(F )∩V 2 ∩Π| ≤ dq 2 +1 and moreover this upper bound is attained if and only if P ∈ V(F ) and V (F ) contains d of the q + 1 generators passing through
If moreover, ℓ is the only generator in the plane Π that is contained in V (F ), then for any generator
We have thus proved that |V(F )∩V 2 ∩Π| ≤ q 2 +(d−1)q+1. We also deduce that, in the case when V (F ) contains only one generator ℓ in Π, then
is an affine curve of degree q, whereas V (F ) ∩ (Π \ ℓ) is an affine curve of degree d. Since they have no common components, we deduce from Bezout's theorem (or Proposition
Lemma 4.2. Let Π be a plane that is not a tangent to V 2 and ℓ be any line contained in Π.
Proof. First, we note that F | Π = 0. Threorem 2.4 implies that V 2 ∩ Π is a non-degenerate Hermitian curve and hence is irreducible, as noted in Section 2. Again, by applying Proposition 2.13 we see that, |V(F ) ∩ V 2 ∩ Π| ≤ d(q + 1). Now suppose that V (F ) contains a line ℓ ⊆ Π. In this case V (F ) ∩ (Π \ ℓ) is an affine curve of degree d − 1 and from Proposition 2.13 we deduce that
We now make use of Lemma 4.1 and 4.2 to derive various upper bounds for |V(F ) ∩ V 2 |. Lemma 4.3. Suppose that q > 2 and that V (F ) contains no generators of V 2 . Then
This completes the proof. 
Proof. Since V (F ) does not contain any plane, it is evident that F | Π is a nonzero polynomial for any plane in P 3 (F q 2 ). The proof is divided into two cases. Case 1: Suppose that V (F ) contains another generator ℓ ′ . By hypothesis, the generators ℓ and ℓ ′ are contained in a plane Π. Let Π ′ ∈ B(ℓ) with Π ′ = Π and suppose that ℓ 1 is a generator of V 2 contained in Π ′ . If ℓ 1 = ℓ, then it follows from Theorem 2.4 and Proposition 2.6 (a) that ℓ ′ and ℓ 1 are skew lines. By the hypothesis on V (F ), we have ℓ 1 ⊂ V (F ). Thus, using Lemma 4.1 (a) and (b), we have |V(
Case 2: Suppose that V (F ) contains no other generators. Using Lemma 4.1 (b), we deduce that
Having investigated cases where V (F ) does not contain a plane, in the remainder of this section we move our attention to cases where V (F ) contains at least one plane in P 3 (F q 2 ).
Lemma 4.6. Suppose that V (F ) contains a plane which is not tangent to V 2 . If Conjecture 1 is true for polynomials of degree at most
Proof. Case 1: Let d = 2. Then V (F ) is a union of two planes, say Π 1 and Π 2 . We assume without loss of generality that, Π 1 is a plane not tangent to V 2 . From Theorem 2.4, we see that
Further, since Conjecture 1 is assumed to be true for polynomials of degree
Lemma 4.7. Suppose that, V (F ) contains a generator ℓ and at least two planes in B(ℓ). Further assume that the conjecture is true for polynomials of degree at most d − 1. Then
So from now on we may assume that s < d.
3 + q 2 + 1, whereas from Theorem 2.4 we see that
Since, any line intersects V 2 in at least one point (see Lemma 2.2), we
Case 2: Let (d, s) = (3, 2). We may write
While the first assertion above follows trivially, the second one is a direct consequence of the hypothesis that the conjecture is true for polynomials of degree at most d − 1. This implies that Remark 4.8. To prove Sørensen's conjecture for d = 2, Edoukou has made use of the classification of quadric surfaces and proved the conjecture for each class of quadrics. We remark that, if we use the results in this section then the classification of quadric surfaces will not be needed anymore. Indeed, if a quadric surface is reducible over F q 2 , then it is given by union of two planes. In the case when one of the planes is not tangent to V 2 , we can apply Lemma 4.6 with the fact that the conjecture is true for d = 1, to get the desired inequality. The other case of a reducible quadric surface occurs if the surface is union of two tangent planes. As already noted in Corollary 2.7, the two tangent planes can intersect at a secant or at a generator. In the case when they intersect at a secant the upper bound in Sørensen's conjecture is attained (see Proposition 2.8) while in the latter case, the desired inequality is easily derived from Lemma 4.7. This leads us to the case when the quadric surface is irreducible over F q 2 . For irreducible quadrics containing no generators or containing a generator but no two skew generators, we could obtain the desired inequalities by using Lemma 4.3 and 4.5 respectively. Finally, after a linear change of variables, any quadric containing two skew lines is given by an equation of the form x 0 x 1 + x 2 x 3 = 0, which is a hyperbolic quadric. This case was proved in §5.2.1 in [7] . Although this proof does not necessarily shorten or essentially simplify the proof of Edoukou's theorem (since, after all, the most nontrivial part of his proof lies in §5.2.1 of [7] ), it gives an idea of generalizing the proof for larger values of d.
Proof of Sørensen's conjecture for cubic surfaces
In this section, we will make use of the results that we have derived in Sections 3 and 4 to show that Conjecture 1 is true for d = 3 whenever q ≥ 8. We begin with the following:
] be a reducible cubic. Further assume that any linear factor of F corresponds to a plane tangent to V 2 . Then either
In particular, if q ≥ 4 and
Proof. Since F is reducible, we may write F = HQ, where H, Q ∈ F q 2 [x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ] with deg H = 1 and deg Q = 2. Further, by assumption, V (H) is a plane that is tangent to V 2 . This immediately proves that |V(H) ∩ V 2 | = q 3 + q 2 + 1.
Case 1: Let Q be a homogeneous quadratic polynomial such that |V(Q) ∩ V 2 | < 2(q 3 + q 2 − q) + q + 1. In this case, Theorem 2.9 implies that |V(Q) ∩ V 2 | ≤ 2q 3 + q 2 + 1. This shows that,
the last inequality follows since q ≥ 3. We remark that, if q > 3, then |V(F )∩V 2 | ≤ 3(q 3 +q 2 −q). Case 2: Let Q be a homogeneous quadratic polynomial such that |V(Q) ∩ V 2 | = 2(q 3 + q 2 − q) + q + 1. Then V (Q) is a union of two planes Π 1 , Π 2 , both tangent to V 2 , such that the line ℓ = Π 1 ∩ Π 2 intersects V 2 at q + 1 points. We write Π 0 = V (H). Note that, if ℓ ⊆ Π 0 then Proposition 2.8 implies that |V(F ) ∩ V 2 | = 3(q 3 + q 2 − q) + q + 1. We may thus assume that ℓ ⊆ Π 0 . If Π 0 intersects Π 1 or Π 2 at a generator, then Lemma 4.7 applies (since Conjecture 1 is true for d = 2) and the proposition follows. Thus, in view of Corollary 2.7, it is enough to prove the proposition in the case when
Applying the above conditions and using inclusion-exclusion principle, we have
In Section 3 we came across a case where the cubic surface in question may contain a double line. The following Lemma shows that the upper bound of Conjecture 1 holds in this case.
Proof. Since F is irreducible in F q 2 [x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ], for every plane Π ∈ P 3 (F q 2 ), the polynomial F | Π is a nonzero cubic. Since ℓ is a double line, for any Π ∈ B(ℓ), we have V (F ) ∩ Π = ℓ ∪ ℓ Π for some line ℓ Π contained in Π.
Case 1: The line ℓ is a tangent line. Let Π denote the unique plane containing ℓ which is tangent to V 2 . Then |V(F ) ∩ V 2 ∩ Π| ≤ q 2 + 1 and equality holds if and only if ℓ Π is a generator.
. . , Π q 2 denote the remaining planes containing ℓ. It follows from Proposition 2.6 (b) that the Π j -s are not tangent to V 2 . Consequently, for each j = 1. . . . , q 2 , we see that V 2 ∩ Π j is a non-degenerate Hermitian curve which intersects the line ℓ Πj at at most q + 1 points outside ℓ. In other words,
Case 2: The line ℓ is a secant line. Let Π 1 , . . . , Π q+1 denote the q + 1 planes containing ℓ that are tangent to V 2 and Π q+2 , . . . , Π q 2 +1 denote the remaining planes containing ℓ that are not tangent to V 2 . For j = 1, . . . , q + 1, we claim that
The assertion follows trivially if ℓ Πj is not a generator, since ℓ Πj intersects each of the q + 1 generators in Π j at a single point. In the case when ℓ Πj is a generator, we have V(F ) ∩ V 2 ∩ ℓ Πj = ℓ Πj and the point of intersection of ℓ and ℓ Πj belongs to V 2 . This proves the claim. Moreover, using a similar argument as in Case 1, we see that |V(F ) ∩ V 2 ∩ (Π \ ℓ)| ≤ q + 1 for j = q + 2, . . . , q 2 + 1. Thus,
Case 3: The line ℓ is a generator. First assume that there exists Π ∈ B(ℓ) such that ℓ Π is also a generator. Then
Since ℓ is an irreducible component of V (F ) ∩ V 2 and V (F ) is singular at every point on ℓ, Proposition 2.11 implies that V (F ) ∩ V 2 is an equidimensional variety of dimension 1 and degree at most 3(q + 1) − 1. Since Π contains two components, namely ℓ and ℓ Π , of V (F ) ∩ V 2 of degree 1 each, we see that V (F ) ∩ V 2 ∩ Π C is an affine variety of degree at most 3q if ℓ = ℓ Π and at most 3q + 1 if ℓ = ℓ Π . Further, the equidimensionality of V (F ) ∩ V 2 readily implies the equidimensionality of V (F ) ∩ V 2 ∩ Π C as an affine variety. Applying Proposition 2.13, we obtain
Now suppose that for each Π ∈ B(ℓ), the line ℓ Π is either a tangent or a secant to V 2 . Then
We are now ready to state and prove the main theorem of this paper.
Proof. Case 1: F is reducible. If V (F ) contains a plane not tangent to V 2 , Lemma 4.6 applies and shows that |V(F ) ∩ V 2 | ≤ 3q 3 + 2q 2 + 1. Otherwise, Proposition 5.1 shows that 
2 . Further, for any Π ∈ B(ℓ) with Π = Π j , we see that V (F ) ∩ Π is a union of ℓ and an irreducible conic. Using Lemma 4.1(b) we obtain, |V(F ) ∩ V 2 ∩ (Π \ ℓ)| ≤ 2q. This shows that,
A simple calculation shows that if q ≥ 8, then 2q 3 + (2s + 1)q 2 − 2q(s − 1) + 1 ≤ 3(q 3 + q 2 − q). This completes the proof. Corollary 5.5. Let q ≥ 8. Let F ∈ F q 2 [x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ] be a homogeneous cubic such that |V(F ) ∩ V 2 | = 3(q 3 + q 2 − q) + 1. Then V (F ) is a union of three distinct planes Π 1 , Π 2 , Π 3 tangent to V 2 satisfying (a) For i = j, the line ℓ ij = Π i ∩ Π j is a secant.
The following theorem guarantees the existence of a homogeneous cubic in F q 2 [x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ] satisfying the assertions of Corollary 5.5.
Theorem 5.6. There exist three tangent planes Π 1 , Π 2 , Π 3 to V 2 such that (a) For i = j, the line ℓ ij = Π i ∩ Π j is a secant.
(b) |Π 1 ∩ Π 2 ∩ Π 3 ∩ V 2 | = 1. In particular, there exists a homogeneous cubic F ∈ F q 2 [x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ] such that |V(F ) ∩ V 2 | = 3(q 3 + q 2 − q) + 1. Consequently, the second highest number of points of intersection of cubic surfaces defined over F q 2 and V 2 is given by 3(q 3 + q 2 − q) + 1.
Proof. Let P ∈ V 2 and Π be tangent to V 2 at P . As noted in Theorem 2.4, the plane Π intersects V 2 at q + 1 generators passing through P . We fix three such generators ℓ 1 , ℓ 2 , ℓ 3 and a line ℓ passing through P that is not contained in Π. Remark 2.5 shows that the line ℓ is a secant. Choose Π 1 to be the unique plane containing ℓ and ℓ 1 and Π 2 the unique plane containing ℓ and ℓ 2 . Clearly, Π 1 ∩ Π 2 = ℓ and we define ℓ 12 := ℓ. Since Π 1 , Π 2 contain the generators ℓ 1 , ℓ 2 respectively, they are tangent to V 2 at some point other than P . Fix a line ℓ 13 contained in Π 1 passing through P with the property that ℓ 13 = ℓ 1 . Since ℓ 13 does not lie completely in Π, it is a secant line (see Remark 2.5). Define Π 3 to be the unique plane that contains ℓ 13 and ℓ 3 . Clearly ℓ 13 = Π 1 ∩ Π 3 . Since Π 3 contains a generator ℓ 3 it is tangent to V 2 but since ℓ 13 ⊂ Π we see that Π 3 = Π. Further, it is clear that Π 1 , Π 2 , Π 3 are distinct. We define ℓ 23 = Π 2 ∩ Π 3 . Note that P ∈ ℓ 23 since P ∈ Π 2 and P ∈ Π 3 . Since Π 2 , Π 3 are tangent planes, it follows from Corollary 2.7 (a) that ℓ 23 could either be a generator or a secant. If ℓ 23 would be a generator, then Π 3 would contain two generators, namely ℓ 3 and ℓ 23 , both passing through P , which would imply that Π 3 = Π, leading to a contradiction. Thus ℓ 23 is a secant line. Hence Π 1 , Π 2 , Π 3 satisfy assertion (a) and since {P } = Π 1 ∩ Π 2 ∩ Π 3 ∩ V 2 the second assertion follows as well.
Clearly, the planes Π 1 , Π 2 , Π 3 are defined over F q 2 and therefore are given by the zero set of linear polynomials H 1 , H 2 , H 3 ∈ F q 2 [x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ]. Take F = H 1 H 2 H 3 . Note that,
= 3(q 3 + q 2 + 1) − 3(q + 1) + 1 = 3(q 3 + q 2 − q) + 1.
In [8] several conjectures were made related to the intersection of a hypersurface of degree d and a Hermitian variety. Specialized to the case of non-degenerate Hermitian surfaces, Conjecture 2(i) in [8] can be rephrased as follows. Proof. Let q ≥ 8. By Theorem 5.6 the second highest number of points that a cubic surface and V 2 have in common is given by 3(q 3 + q 2 − q) + 1. Now, let Π 1 , Π 2 , Π 3 be three planes in P 3 (F q 2 ) containing a common line ℓ. Take X = Π 1 ∪ Π 2 ∪ Π 3 . If one of the Π j -s is not tangent to V 2 , then from Lemma 4.6 we see that |X ∩ V 2 | ≤ 3q 2 + 2q 2 + 1. Now suppose that Π 1 , Π 2 , Π 3 are all tangent to V 2 . Then ℓ is either a secant line or a generator. If ℓ is a secant line, then by Proposition 2.8 we have |X ∩ V 2 | = 3(q 3 + q 2 − q) + q + 1. On the other hand, if ℓ is a generator, then |X ∩ V 2 | = 3q 3 + q 2 + 1. Thus such a configuration does not give rise to the desired number of points of intersections with V 2 .
